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Aiding India’s Boating Industry

BOTTOM LINE
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TAP THE ONLINE MARKET.
THE FASTEST WAY TO GET CONNECTED!

LIST YOUR COMPANY

SUBMIT YOUR STORY

Why Be A Part Of India Yacht Page 

Many Indian boating companies who are not part of us ask why they should take up a 

listing when they already have a website that generates business throughout the year. 

Well, the answer is simple and the answer is “Presence”. India Yacht Page has 

established a firm presence online and innovates itself each season to promote the 

many businesses and companies that join our website. We are here to promote your 

brands, voice your opinions, clear obstacles and lay the foundations of a flourishing 

industry. Memberships start @ INR 5,800/- only.  Join India Yacht Page today! 

Zip Off In A Speedboat To Your New Villa In Alibaug, Near Mumbai

Fine living awaits you approximately 95 kms from Mumbai! A swift 20 minute speed 

boat ride from the Gateway of India across the Mumbai harbour takes you to the quiet 

little coastal town of Alibaug, just the idyllic destination for your leisurely escape to a 

holiday home custom-made for the connoisseur of fine living! A world of captivating yet 

breath-taking simplicity, Ekaanté blends the rustic and refreshing allure of virgin nature 

with thoughtfully handpicked luxuries that a charmed city life offers. Ekaanté creates   

a stunning oasis of serenity, calm and understated luxury right in the heart of...

WHAT’S NEW

Who Will Steer A Fresh Course For Boating In India
HEADLINES

Introducing To You Our Next Hangout - Mandwa!

What makes Mandwa, located across the Gateway of India, Mumbai, a great hangout? 

Proximity; it's just 20 minutes away by speed boat & 45 minutes by ferry! Activities; 

Mandwa offers the unusual and out of the ordinary. Accessible by anyone on all days of 

the week - with budgeted packages to extreme luxury - there’s something for 

everyone! So what are you waiting for? Pack a change of clothes & get on to a boat! 

Mandwa & Alibaug are not as far away as you think & deliver a variety of entertainment 

if you want to get away from the busy city life and return back to it in a jiffy.

SEASON SPECIAL

A new season begins with the hope to navigate the pleasure boating industry into a 

constructive phase. It's time to make pleasure boating a truly pleasurable experience, 

make it accessible to many and not just let it lie as an exclusive indulgence of the sliver 

spooned few! It's time to close the chapter of the many obstacles faced and start a new 

one - that of solutions in the form of efficient regulations governing pleasure boating in 

India. But who will lay down these solutions, who will execute these regulations? The 

industry speaks out in response to the silent realities that daunt it and how it can make 

its way through...
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Social Media - The New Age Word-of-Mouth Marketing!

It is fair to say that any company that doesn’t employ social media marketing methods 

in this day and age is simply missing out on a powerful strategy that could potentially 

bring your business a myriad of targeted customers. There are over 1.5 billion users, 

some of whom could potentially be customers for your business. For this reason social 

marketing is a must. Being able to get your message out there in front of millions of 

users is vital to your business success and this is where a skilled team of experienced 

marketers come in. Packages start @ INR 15,000/- per month, get in touch today!  

TECH TALK
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Fishy Gifts! New Ideas for Corporate Gifting

A fishing trip with fishing tackle gifts can be the perfect present for anyone. Whether 

they have been fishing for years or have just started, there's always something that 

they need or could do with. Having the right fishing clothing is just as important as 

having the right fishing tackle and really can make a difference. A cap and jacket with 

lots of useful pockets to sort small items of fishing tackle comes in handy. Find the 

complete range of fishing & angling items with Casa Ibrahim. From fish hooks, fishing 

lines and lead sinkers, they have it all and will help you choose the perfect gift!

FISHING & ANGLING

New Holiday Trends: Party Hopping From Istanbul To Ibiza!

Make your way to the biggest yacht party destinations the next time you plan your 

vacation. We suggest you give the crowded clubs a miss and instead have a party 

outside on a yacht. Yacht cruises & island hopping are all part of the sailing scene when 

you opt for a yachting holiday abroad, but for the party animal in you that’s always 

seeking stimulating people and places, partying on a yacht is like being on a party bus, 

only way cooler! You can party as hard as you like or just relax and sail around. It is the 

ultimate lounging experience and that's how they do it from Istanbul to Ibiza!

INTERNATIONAL SCENE
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Pack Some Yummies From The Warm & Lovely Teapot Café!

The TEAPOT Café is situated in Fort very close to the Gateway Of  India. It is open 9am. 

to 6pm. Mon – Sat. If you are going out sailing, or have returned from sailing, the 

Teapot Cafe is the perfect place to pick up a quick bite! With food from all corners of the 

world, this little joint can lay out quite a platter, you will never fall short of choices. They 

specialize on TRIPLE XL sandwiches, mini cheese quiche, hotdogs, burgers with bacon, 

egg n cheese, and also some mouth watering Parsi cuisine like curries & the famous 

Dhansak. For tourists and the global traveler they also offer Italian pastas, Chinese...

FOOD FOR YACHT
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